
MORE INFO

Welcome to the Moveurope 
sessions in Brussels!

What can you expect from the event? *

Do you want to get involved in promoting young refugees' mobility rights in

the EU? Do you work with young refugees? Are you a young refugee

wanting to learn more about mobility options? Are you interest in the topic? 

We would like to invite you to our event where you will learn more about the

Moveurope! initiative and you will be testing new tools created by the

Moveruope! project on the topic on young refugees' intraeuropean mobility.

18h - 18.30H  Welcoming participants. 

Catering and information about the event will be provided.

18.30H - 19.ooH Introducing Moveurope!

 Information about the Moveurope! initative in Europe and Belgium. 

19.00H - 20.15H  Testing of non-formal education tools

Participants will be divided in groups to experience and give feedback on the tools

20.15H - 20.30H  Q&A time

From 20.30H Networking time

Monday 18th October  2021

Where will it happen?
Meet us at the entrace of U-Residence (VUB), 

Bld Géneral Jacques 271, 1050 Ixelles, Brussels

*The agenda is subject to change

https://moveurope.info/
https://moveurope.info/
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Fun, informative and engaging ways of

learning about the mobility opportunities,

rights and visa procedures in the EU. These

are the non formal education tools created

by the consortium working on this Erasmus+

project.

These tools will be tested in every partner

country with youth workers, young refugees

and other youngs and professionals

interested in the topic. Afterwards in

Brussels, these and other project's results

will be presented in a final event where you

will be invited, and all these results will be

made available for free and accessible for

everyone. 

We need your opinion to finalise them, to

create useful and engaging tools that

make a real impact! Your feedback is key

for the project to publish their final and

public version. 

Which tools will you
be evaluating?

New tools to promote
and learn about young 
refugees' intra-european
mobility 
The Moveurope! initiative started

over 4 years ago, and it is under

this framework that the

Moveurope Erasmus + project,

funded by the EU, is  currently

being implemented. It aims to

promote and facilitate young

refugees’ access to mobility

programs through a strengthened

youth work framework. 

8 European partner organisations

work together to create new tools

such as a Mobility Guide about

the legal framework, mobility

opportunities and useful

information on the visa

procedures, and a Toolkit to

facilitate the teaching and

learning of this information

through non-formal education

methods and online and offline

training concepts.

Do you have any questions? You can contact

us at communication@conexxeurope.eu

CONEXX-EU is in charge of the

organisation of the events in

Brussels, in representation of

the whole consortium of the

Moveurope Erasmus+ project.

https://conexxeurope.eu/en/portfolio/7768/
https://conexxeurope.eu/en/portfolio/7768/
https://conexxeurope.eu/en/home-2/

